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Purpose and Agenda

Purpose 
 Share observations and host a dialog on the impact of cloud to PSIRT
 Focus on operations, not concept…the actual workings of handling vulnerabilities 

in real organizations
 Consider the future role of PSIRT in the Cloud (and perhaps extend to IoT?)
Proposed Agenda 
 30 minutes of presentation and sharing observations
 15 minutes of panel discussion, share observation (solution?) where appropriate
References (just to put some structure to the discussion…without bias)
 Cloud Security Alliance

– Security Guidance for Critical Areas of Focus in Cloud Computing v3.0
– NIST definition of cloud (secondary reference)
– ISO 270XX (secondary reference)
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Expected outcome



So…the cloud
I know you know all about it, but just to make sure everyone is on the same 
page
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The ‘cloud’

1. ‘Orchestrated’, ‘provisioned’, ‘implemented’, ‘decommissioned’, ‘scaled up 
and down’ – an on demand utility-like model of allocation and 
consumption

2. The ‘perimeter’ 
3. Supplier/Contractor problem – SLA, agreement-based

A cloud product position depends on its go-to-market strategy:
1. simple – fit in to one of the ‘cloud’ bucket
2. Or complex – with a product available in every imaginable service models 

and deployment models
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ISO/IEC 27017: Cloud Computing Security and Privacy Management System-
Security Controls
ISO/IEC 27036-x: Multipart standard for the information security of supplier 
relationship management that is planned to include a part relevant to the 
cloud supply chain
ITU-T X.ccsec: Security guideline for cloud computing in telecommunication 
area 
ITU-T X.srfcts: Security requirements and framework of cloud-based 
telecommunication service environment(X.srfcts)
ISO/IEC 30111:2013 gives guidelines for how to process and resolve potential 
vulnerability information in a product or online service.
ISO/IEC 29147:2014 gives guidelines for the disclosure of potential 
vulnerabilities in products and online services.

Some standards to cloud security…
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Product in the Cyber Space
Product Incident Response –

Computer (‘Cyber’) Incident Response
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The pursuit of no down-time

99.99% = 4 minutes per month
99.9% = 43 minutes per month
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Receipt

Triage

Prioritize

Patch Dev

Release

PSIRT process abstraction
The 

same…perh
aps cloud will 
attract more 

hackers?

More teams 
to deal with 

beyond 
engineering, 

based on 
vulnerability 

type.
Priority based 
on…CVSS?

Coordination with 
cloud providers, 
different uptime 

SLA

Notification as 
threat 

intelligence vs 
patch day model
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Cloud Products
Short Delivery Cycle

Patch without knowing

Dev / IT / Ops

Org. moving to cloud

Hybrid product portfolio

Transition to cloud
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Communications Project Management Security Knowledge

PSIRT as a sub-culture
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Our ‘real’ organization – organic growth

Context of each organization moving to the cloud is very dynamic
• Old business model (on-premise) and new business model (cloud, IoT) 

often co-exist
• On-premise products are converted to the cloud (or simply ‘load’ on to the 

cloud)
• Hybrid of models: S/P/IaaS wherever $$ is
• Internal politics, power struggle, and defined processes
• Customers demand are different – cloud customers (esp. SaaS) expect 

trouble-free operations and care-less of how it is managed.
• Complex partner ecosystem in the supply-chain – vulnerability notification 

is even more difficult
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Our ‘real’ organization – M&A

• Acquisition-based 
innovation is not new, but is 

very fierce among 
companies to race to the 

cloud. Does your 
organization face 

challenges when the new 
clashes with the old?
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My Observations and Experience

1) Cloud is very agile…release management time-frame is really quick.
2) Need to patch all DC, need to make sure all DC are account for
3) Vulnerabilities discovered via institutionalized pen-test contract
4) New colleagues from M&A perceive traditional vulnerability management 

as history and refuse to integrate – above typical M&A resistance
5) App Sec team needs to bridge among engineering and IT, they don’t 

usually get along
6) How do we notify our customers of fixed vulnerabilities? There is no patch 

to apply…this is not easy, especially when there is a mix of cloud 
deployment models and simultaneous on premise/cloud product offering

7) Security Issues vs. vulnerability
8) Administration of bounty, acknowledgements
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Thank you Contact information:
Vic Chung
Product Security Architect
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